PSED

Maths

Spring 2

We will be developing our
self -regulation; circle times
will support and enhance
this.

We will be continuing to develop our knowledge and
understanding of number and number patterns (specifically the
composition of numbers within 10) in addition to revising and
expanding knowledge surrounding 2D and 3D shapes.

Important Messages
Children need to bring a coat
each day

CLL

Snack money - £1 per week

We will be working on our
communication,
confidence, and expanding
our vocabulary through
sharing various stories.

PE kit to be worn to school
on a Friday

Everything Grows
with Love

PD
The PE focus for this term
will be games. We will also
continue to develop our
fine motor skills through
weaving, threading, etc.

EAD
We will be constructing our
own beanstalk and castle
models alongside working
on colour mixing. We will
also create artwork using
the weaving technique.

This half term we will be learning all about nature and how
plants grow and change over time. This theme will run
throughout the majority of our learning areas including English
(Jack and the Beanstalk), Art, and Understanding the world.

Literacy

Understanding the World

We will continue our phonics
work through the Read, Write,
Inc scheme before then
applying this knowledge in our
written work – specifically to
support writing instructions.
Various fairy tales will also be
used to enhance our writing.

We will be learning all about
different aspects of nature
including growing our own
plants, how these and others
grow and change over time,
and comparing contrasting
environments. We will also
learn about the Easter story.

Ensure all clothing and school
bags are named
Update Tapestry with any of
your WOW moments

Home Learning
This half term we would like
you to participate in a home
learning activity.

Activity
Share your interpretation of
nature through any art form.
Eg - You could make a model
of your favourite flower or
do some leaf printing.
To be in school by 18.03.22

